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until 1991, on Sensibles own DELTIC label.
(Vanian/Scabies/Sensible/Gray)

Won't you take me on a video nightmare yeah

The pictures they will play 

Hey hey hey

It's Ok

We can play

Fun factory 
'Cause I have been to hell and I've been back

All in the period of one day 

Hey hey hey

It's Ok

We can play

Fun factory 
I kneel before the one I must serve

That keeps us both alive

It's so fine it's sublime

Just take me to the fun factory

(Fun factory)

Life is not all that conjours 

Just grin and turn the dial 

Well it's me it's obscene
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Lets scream Fun factory 
Let me take you to a place that knows me yeah

A place I'm sure you've seen 

Hey hey hey

It's Ok

We can play

Fun factory 
The talk is cheap you know the guns are roaring now
I'm snoring though not asleep 

Hey hey hey

It's Ok

We can play

Fun factory 
I kneel before the one I must serve

That keeps us both alive

It's so fine it's sublime

Just take me to the fun factory

(Fun factory)

Life is not all that conjours 

Just grin and turn the dial 

Well it's me it's obscene

Lets scream Fun factory 
I'm losing my mind

Squandering my days

They're wasting my time
Take it away 
II kneel before the one I must serve

That keeps us both alive

It's so fine it's sublime



Just take me to the fun factory

(Fun factory)

Life is not all that conjours 

Just grin and turn the dial 

Well it's me it's obscene

Lets scream Fun factory
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